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Appendix 1: Training Guide
So you wanna be the very best (delegate)? Like no one ever was? MUN may seem overly 
complicated, what with all of its points, orders and resolutions. So long as you follow 
this handy little guide, though, you’ll be sweeping the award ceremony faster than you 
could say “international relations isn’t lame at all!”

Stages of Committee
We’ll start with what some find the most difficult to follow. Without a proper understand-
ing of the order in which committee stages flow, it’s quite easy to become lost. This sim-
ple yet effective chart may therefore become the best reference you’ve ever had! 

Primary Speakers List: The first time you’ll be able to speak in committee, with the 
exception of the simple Role Call that precedes this stage. To enter the primary speakers 
list, you must raise your placard and the dais will add your country to the list. During 
the Primary Speakers List, one is encouraged to give a brief introduction to the room as 
to where your country stands on the topics that will be debated, as well as open the floor 
for alliances.

Pro Tip: The first speech of any conference is always the hardest. The sooner you get 
it out of the way the better. Use this as an opportunity to get that knot out of your 
throat and show the room who’s going to be a major player throughout the weekend!

Secondary Speakers List: During this section of committee, Setting the Agenda is of 
utmost importance. If your committee has more than 1 topic, this is where you give em-
boldened lectures as to why you believe your preferred topic should be selected instead 
of the alternative. Once the Chair closes the floor for speeches, a vote is cast to set the 
topic.

Primary Speakers 
List

Secondary Speakers 
List

Moderated Cacus 

Unmoderated 
Cacus

Voting Procedure
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Motions
Motions drive the topics of committees.  Typically motions are either Moderated or 
Unmoderated Caucuses but there are other very important motions as well.  When you 
chair calls for any points (discussed later) or motions, this is your opportunity to raise 
your placard and propose a motion.

Popular Motions
Moderated Caucus (pro tip: typically moderated caucuses are proposed as 10min/1min 
speaking time, a 9min/45sec, or a 5min/30sec)

Unmoderated Caucus (typically 5 or 10 min)

Other Motions*
Motion to Open/Close Debate Motion to Enter Voting Procedure
Motion to introduce Draft Resolution Motion to Recess for Lunch 
Motion for a Question and Answer Motion to Table the Topic

*Not a complete list

Moderated Caucus: You will spend the majority of your time in committee in moderated 
caucuses. A coderated caucus is like a short-term speakers list with a specific topic. It 
has a specific speaking time for delegates and a specific number of delegates who will 
have the opportunity to speak on the topic. After the list of speakers is exhausted, the 
chair will ask for motions. At this point, you may wish to extend the current moderated 
caucus or enter into a new one. 

Unmoderated Caucus: An unmoderated caucus is when the committee suspends typi-
cal, formal procedure. During this time, delegates can speak freely, build alliances, plan 
strategies, jot down ideas and write resolutions. ‘Unmods’ must be voted on before they 
begin.

Voting Procedure: Once blocs have been formed and draft resolutions have been final-
ized and presented, Voting Procedure must begin. At this point, any amendments will be 
debated and voted on. Once this has concluded, the newly amended (or not!) draft resolu-
tions will be voted on. 

Clauses
Speaking of draft resolutions, what is one composed of anyway? Clauses of course! Time 
to learn a little more about them, and decipher the different kinds.

Preambulatory: A Preambulatory Clause is one which frames the context of a document, 
thus the reason it is placed at the beginning of your resolution. It calls upon other in-
ternational treaties/accords/conventions which have similar ideas and themes, or which 
this resolution builds off of. These give the general hopes and wishes of a resolution. 
They move from most general to most specific, and begin with* :
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Affirming
Alarmed by
Approving
Bearing in mind
Believing
Confident
Contemplating
Convinced
Declaring
Deeply concerned
Deeply conscious
Deeply convinced
Deeply Disturbed
Deeply Regretting
Desiring
Emphasizing

Expecting
Emphasizing
Expecting
Expressing it’s appreciation
Fulfilling
Fully aware
Emphasizing
Expecting
Expressing it’s appreciation
Fulfilling
Fully aware
Further deploring
Further recalling
Guided by
Having adopted
Having considered

Having examined
Keeping in mind
Noting with deep concern
Nothing with satisfaction
Noting further
Observing
Reaffirming
Realizing
Recalling
Recognizing
Referring
Seeking
Taking into consideration
Taking note
Viewing with appreciation
Welcoming

Example: “Reaffirming the committee members commitment to bettering the situation 
of refugees in refugee camps,”

Operative: An Operative Clause is one which describes the specific actions taken by the 
resolution. The bulk of your resolution will be composed of these clauses, and should be 
equally as substantial. Each is a verb and should all together read as one very large run-
on sentence. The goal is to outline all actions from most narrow to most general, and 
they begin with*:

Accepts
Affirms
Approves
Authorizes
Calls
Calls upon
Condemns
Confirms
Congratulates
Considers
Declares accordingly
Deplores
Designates
Draws the attention
Emphasizes

Encourages
Endorses
Expresses its appreciation
Expresses its hope
Further invites
Deplores
Designates
Draws the attention
Emphasizes
Encourages
Endorses
Expresses its hope
Further invites
Further proclaims
Further reminds

Further recommends
Further requests
Further resolves
Has resolved
Notes
Proclaims
Reaffirms
Recommends
Reminds
Requests
Solemnly affirms
Strongly condemns
Supports
Takes note of
Trusts

*Not complete lists

Example: “Requests member states to contribute to an annual fund helping to alleviate 
the stress on refugee camps;” 
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Points
Points are effective ways to communicate directly with your Chair, for a multitude of 
reasons.

Point of personal privilege:
• This addresses a matter of personal comfort. The temperature of the room is unsuit-

able, the text on the screen is too small to see, you cannot hear, etc.

Point of order:
• A point of order may be raised if you believe the chair or a delegate has breached 

procedure, or if a delegate has substantially deviated from the topic. A point of order 
is not a matter of debate.

Point of information:
• If a delegate is unsure of procedure or the current business of the committee, they 

may introduce a point of information. A point of information is not to be used to ask 
for factual information regarding debate or a communiqué - it is a procedural matter.

Point of Inquiry:
• A slight variation from point of information, a point of inquiry is simply to inquire as 

to rules of procedure for a committee.

Right of reply:
• If a delegate feels they have been personally insulted by another delegate, or the del-

egate has made an attack on their country’s character, they may exercise the right of 
reply at the chair’s discretion. Right of reply is not an opportunity to debate; it is an 
opportunity to defend against attacks on character.

Crisis
So this is your very first MUN experience and you decide to join a Crisis Committee?

Jeez, you’re quite the sadistic type, aren’t you? I like that. We can be friends.

What’s the difference between a crisis committee and all other forms of committee?

A crisis committee requires you to be able to juggle between the debate inside the room, 
or the little bubble in which you find yourself in, as well as the manifestation of your 
actions in the outside world. 

What does this all mean?

In essence, non-crisis committees have delegates debating important global issues in a 
context removed from what would ‘actually happen’ once the draft is accepted. Neither 
time nor the outside world exist to respond to your actions and decisions. Crisis commit-
tees do not abide by these kindergartener rules. 
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In a Crisis committee, the ‘outside world’ is very real, which means that the decisions 
taken inside your room can come back to haunt you.

Example: You’re the Commander-in-Chief of your nation’s armed forces, and you 
just passed a directive to bomb a terrorist hideout. Oops, you’ve just been in-
formed that several civilians were harmed, and the international community is 
outraged. Respond.

See the difference? Actions have consequences, and Crisis will never let you forget it. 
Now this may all sounds very daunting, but a crisis allows you to be much more actively 
involved in the flow of debate compared to any other type of committee! You just need to 
know how to play it in your favor.  

Who/What is ‘Crisis’?

Consider ‘Crisis’ a second Chair in your committee; albeit one that you will rarely see 
but always feel. They act as and represent that outside world, creating scenarios based 
on the discussion and actions you take inside your room. They are omnipotent, decid-
ing what happens and when in the outside world. To say that communicating with your 
Crisis staff is important would be an understatement.

How do I communicate with Crisis?

Directives.
A directive is a crisis committee equivalent to a resolution. They are normally very short 
(the size of a note) and can be sponsored by 1 or more people. They tell Crisis of direct 
action to be taken. To send a directive to Crisis, write a note addressed “To: Crisis” and 
ask them for information, to take secret action against others in the room, or even to 
assassinate someone. Their power is limitless, so be as creative as possible. Remember 
to also be as specific as possible when writing to them, so they know exactly what you’d 
like completed, and no promises that they’ll go through with your wishes!

What are portfolio powers?

Crisis’ power may be limitless, but yours surely aren’t. Your portfolio powers are the abil-
ities that your country possess, realistically. I’m sorry to say, but Moldova won’t be nuk-
ing anyone anytime soon, so don’t bother try. This real-world imbalance is countered by 
Crisis ensuring 1 individual can’t run the room based solely off his/her assigned coun-
try, so they may lend you a hand here or there, but don’t try anything ridiculous either. 


